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1.18. Project Proposal Typed Answer Option (6,000-characters, including spaces)

The purpose of my residency in Minnesota will be to bring music therapy & healing to survivors of
sexual trauma & sex trafficking. 

According to the Minnesota Judicial Branch's website: 

“...Minnesota has the third highest rate of child sexual exploitation in the nation. Child sex trafficking
… is among the most insidious abuses of children,  and all  too often these children are treated as
criminals rather than victims.”

Source:
https://www.mncourts.gov/Help-Topics/CJI/Sex-Trafficking-of-Minnesota-Children-(1).aspx

As a human rights' activist since the age of 13, I have lived my life speaking up for those whose voices
have been silenced by shame, guilt, & fear. 

For years, I called myself an ArtistActivist. My activism for human rights, civil rights, women's right,
children's rights, et al., was allowed in the professional theatre world. I wrote a screenplay that dealt
with American Indian issues in South Dakota. I composed a full-stage musical about women's rights &
tolerance for people who are deemed different. I worked for the ACLU after Hurricane Katrina. I was a
Guest Speaker at the 15th International Symposium for Genital Autonomy & Children's Rights.

My career as a Broadway journalist & internet talk show host belied the other part of my life that was
burgeoning at the time – my pursuit of pleasure via Tantra to help with my sexual dysfunction that
surprisingly led to healing my body image issues as well as some of the sex abuse I had experienced
earlier in life. 

Living these two existences simultaneously – respected writer & host on one hand & hiding my journey
into sexual healing & learning trauma-informed therapy on the other hand – I felt pulled into two
different directions. Mostly, I felt like I was living a lie, especially to the New York professional theatre
community that is very accepting of some things, yet highly judgmental of other things. 

I now broadly proclaim my work as an ArtistAlchemist. It is not enough to be active in speaking of the
ills  of  the  world;  we must  alchemize the seemingly disparate,  dualistic  extremes  & actively work
toward the transmutation of our differences while maintaining our inherent, individual value. This can
only be done through love & compassion.

My personal experience as a survivor of sexual trauma, including abuse by a pedophile ring in Oxford,
MS, has led me on a winding path from repeated victimization as a child to trailblazing leader in
quantum healing as an adult. 

As a winner of the McKnight Visiting Composer Residency, my hope for the residency in Minnesota
will be to bring my musical acumen & my producer/managerial skills along with my soul mission to



help other survivors of sexual trauma & create a music-filled space where survivors feel safe to tell
their stories, share their experiences, & feel loved & supported. 

With  my  Minnesota  partner,  I  envision  different  types  of  “get-togethers”  –  I  want  to  keep  the
terminology loose & non-threatening. Some of the get-togethers may be very active in which we set out
tasks to accomplish; & some will be soothing & relaxing with no goal but feeling peace.

The foundation of the get-togethers will be healing through music: allowing music in various forms to
be a form of therapy. This “music therapy” can include improv songwriting, or a laid-back soundbath,
or a drum circle & dancing. 

The focus of the get-togethers will be music as a healing modality, both in sound frequencies that raise
the vibration of the individual as well as organizing sounds & words to express the feelings in the
moment for the participants (that wish to participate). And of course, the participants are more than
welcome to share their own songs or poetry, if they wish, or simply be present & absorb the swirls of
sonic tones & rhythms as they choose. I can also combine the healing tones of music with my energy
work of Karunā Reiki to boost the power of the music experience.

In preparing for this submission, I read the guidelines as well as had a Zoom session with Billy Lackey
to confirm that the ACF will help pair me with an organization that best suits the desired outcome of
my residency. Based on the recommendations therein, I have not pre-arranged a residency relationship
with any particular Minnesota organization. 

With the few Minnesota contacts I do have, I am very confident that the ACF & I can partner with one
or two organizations that are as passionate about these human rights' & children's rights' issues as I am.
We just need the opportunity to allow it to happen.

With that in mind, I do know that the Women's Foundation of Minnesota (http://www.wfmn.org) ran a
program called “MN Girls  Are Not  for  Sale” to help end sex trafficking & sexual  exploitation in
Minnesota. (http://www.wfmn.org/mn-girls-are-not-for-sale/) They might be a great resource for my
residency to help survivors. 

I know musicians & other artists in the area who would help as well.

While I  would never ask a survivor to tell  their  story on camera,  I  can speak of my story & my
McKnight residency in the media. I look forward to doing interviews that help shed light on the issue
of child sex trafficking & how Minnesota communities are diligently working to end the exploitation of
children.

I want this to be a healing residency for all involved. Perhaps, I will compose new music while in
Minnesota. Perhaps, I will have a new idea for a screenplay or musical. Mostly, I want other survivors
to know there is hope & that happiness & joy are possible, no matter what the circumstances have been
in the past. 

This McKnight Visiting Composer Residency is a beautiful opportunity to assist this healing process
for Minnesota survivors through the curative energies of music.
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1.20. Past Experiences that have Prepared You for this Residency (4,000 characters)

Having been in the arts since the age of 2, I have purposely tried my hand at nearly every aspect of the
performing arts on stage, back stage, behind the scenes, & in the creative realm. I am a singer, writer,
composer, lyricist, orchestrator, librettist, director, producer, & talk show host.

I have been sought out & hired as the Production Stage Manager of regional theatre productions under
Equity contracts, Audition Coordinator for the Center for Contemporary Opera (NYC), & Assistant
Production Stage Manager for 2010 USA International Ballet Competition. As a performer,  I  have
enjoyed feature roles in Musical Theatre, light opera, & plays. 

As a cast member of the campy musical, THE TRIAL OF THE BIG BAD WOLF, our troupe toured for
over 2 years & was invited to perform at International Theatre Competition in South Korea, where we
represented the United States & won the Grande Prize.

My activism includes speaking up for religious freedom, marching to oppose a bill aimed at making all
premarital sex illegal, & protesting ridiculous “bathroom” bills aimed at LGBT. I have also been a
vocal advocate for firefighters & the need for adequate funding to keep firefighters safe on the job as
they work to protect citizens.

My trauma training has included coursework at the renowned Arizona Trauma Institute, the National
Institute  for  the  Clinical  Application  of  Behavioral  Medicine,  as  well  as  additional  training  in
hypnotherapy, psychotherapy, art therapy, & music therapy.

Self-taught composer & orchestrator, I have augmented my skills via coursework at Berklee College of
Music in the degree program for  Music Composition in Film, Television,  & Games.  Private voice
training with Renée Sokol Huff, DMA, Rhonda Hood, MA, & Jeanette LoVetri. Entry-level drumming
on the Irish bodhrán was learned at open Irish music sessions in the Los Angeles area & in classes at
the  Celtic  Arts  Center  in  North  Hollywood.  Belly  dancing,  learning Sanskrit  mantras,  & years  of
gigging at pubs & bars also inform my musical experience.

My work in the arts & in my activist pursuits tends to be synonymous, so I will group them by main
events.

WITCHCRAZE
~ Composed music & orchestrations, wrote Lyrics & Book; stage musical set during the Salem Witch
Trials, 1692, to address women's rights, religious discrimination, & tolerance
~ Led several  workshops  of  music,  scenes,  & recordings;  worked  with  soloists  as  well  as  choral
ensembles to record demos
~ Won an Artist Fellowship grant from MAC/NEA in Music Composition, listing on state Artist Roster,
secret nomination & juried acceptance into SouthArts' top artists in the Southeast in Opera & Music

VOICES ON THE WIND
~ Worked with American Indian rights groups for years
~ Wrote screenplay, “Voices on the Wind” to explore issues common to Native communities
~ Traveled to South Dakota for a few weeks to participate in & take the notes for first meeting of the
Dakota/Lakota/Nakota Human Rights Advocacy Coalition



TWO HEARTS
~ Composed one-act opera, TWO HEARTS, that dealt with LGBT's right to get legally married
~ Chosen for Metropolis Opera Project's Featured Composers' New Works event, NYC

HERSTORY
~ Original musical for children that highlights women who affected world events

THE VAGINA MONOLOGUES
~ After  Hurricane  Katrina,  produced  & directed  show to  benefit  Gulf  Coast  Women's  Center  for
Nonviolence due to their buildings being destroyed or heavily damaged 
~ Held open auditions for women; rehearsed informally & staged the show, raising $5,000

NASTY WOMAN CABARET
~ Organized auditions for women to tell their stories & highlight work needing to be done to ensure
equality
~ Cast included women of various backgrounds
Workshopped to write scenes & monologues for a future work

LOVE AGAIN
~ Currently composing Concept EP album for stage opera, LOVE AGAIN, that deals with humanity's
ascension from fear-based violence & abuse to a love-infused world of compassion & freedom.
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1.21 A list or potential organizational partners in Minnesota or types of organizations you might like to 
collaborate with for your project.

As I  mentioned in  my Project  Proposal  response,  I  have  taken the  advice  of  the  ACF to  wait  to
officially  partner  with  an  organization  until  after  I  am awarded  the  McKnight  Visiting  Composer
Residency.

I also mentioned that the Women's Foundation of Minnesota would be a fantastic resource to help guide
the best way to serve the community of survivors of sexual trauma  trafficking. Since most women's
shelters are housed in undisclosed locations, it is not as simple as just going to their shelter to sing
some songs or have a drum circle. It is of the utmost importance that the participants feel safe, so any
events with a shelter would be arranged according to their advice on locale & structure.

Planning events for the community that help raise awareness for sexual trauma & trafficking can be
planned with my contacts, such as Asylum Theatre, as well as with the contacts & resources of the
McKnight Foundation & the ACF. 

I look forward to all of the opportunities that will arise from being awarded a McKnight residency.



WORK SAMPLE #1
Work Samples of Collaborations

This is a .PDF compilation of events & pictures.

Names  of  performers: This  is  a  .PDF  compilation  of  events  &  pictures  from  various  projects,
productions, & performances over the years. 

This is a .PDF compilation of events & pictures from various projects, productions, & performances
over the years.

I asked the ACF for exactly what was expected by the Work Samples, & I was told that the Curators
would like to see my experience with running projects in order to show my ability to successfully lead
a McKnight residency project. I have done my best to give the Curators insight into my years of events
& adventures.

Brief  Description: This  collection  of  previous  events  is  to  show  that  I  am  well-equipped  &
experienced to lead a residency project that will make the McKnight Foundation proud.

WORK SAMPLE #2
Names: Trish Causey - .MP3 is computer play-through in Finale. 

Brief Description: "Intertwined" is the second movement of a concerto that explores a woman's 
feelings & emotions of love as well as physical & emotional satiety. 

Most of Western art, music, theatre, & literature have been created by men, so that the common 
(mis)perceptions about how women receive, feel, & express love, desire, & happiness are 
predominantly through the filter of men's perspective of how they *think* women love, desire, & 
experience joy. 

As a woman composer, I express my feelings & experiences for myself.

Also, since most of my work is theatrical & composed for full orchestra, I wanted to show my hand at a
smaller ensemble, such as this chamber instrumentation.

Small chamber work:
Violin
Cello I
Cello II
Contrabass
Conga Drums I
Conga Drums II

On http://www.TrishCausey.com/mcknight, you will see the .PDF of the score & the .MP3 audio.



WORK SAMPLE #3
Names: Trish Causey - composer, lyricist, orchestrator, arranger. 

Zachary James - Bass

.MP3 is computer play-through in Finale.

Brief Description: This is a DEMO recording of the aria "Never Again" for my Concept EP album, 
LOVE AGAIN. This demo, that was recorded a few days ago, will be used to promote the Concept EP 
album & raise necessary funds to professionally record, mix, master, & release the album. This process 
& the album itself will get the word out so as to garner support for expanding LOVE AGAIN into a full
stage opera in the future.

BACKSTORY: Deven was recently been kicked out of his house by his wife, & she has just presented 
him with divorce papers at his place of business in front of his customers on Valentine's Day. 
Emotionally distraught, he goes into a rage & is -- as the music direction states -- spittin' mad! His 
mood ranges from warpath to heart-sick wounded animal in quick succession & back again. 

Composed for Symphonic Rock style, the instrumentation includes orchestra & modern instruments.

Flute I & II
Oboe I & II
Clarinet in Bb I & II
Alto Sax I & II
Bassoon I & II
Contrabassoon
Horn in F I & II
Trumpet I & II
Bass Trombone I & II
Tuba
Timpani
Drum Set
Electric Guitar
Electric Bass 5-string
Piano
Bass-Baritone
Violin I
Violin II
Viola
Cello I
Cello II
Contrabass
Wind Chimes
Large Gong
Maracas
Conga Drums

On http://www.TrishCausey.com/mcknight, you will see the .PDF of the score & the .MP3 audio.


